DESCRIPTION OF CORNER MONUMENT

GLO 1852 SET POST AND MARKED BY 4 WITNESSES:

10" HEM., S. 62° E., 26 LKS.
9" HEM., N. 60° W., 18 LKS.
10" HEM., N. 67° E., 23 LKS.
15" HEM., S. 62° E., 18 LKS.

DESCRIPTION OF BEARING TREES OR OTHER OFFICIAL ACCESORIES FOUND

FOUND 16" HEM., N. 72° W., 13 LKS. (ORG.) WITH MARKS "S" ON

FOUND 25" HEM., S. 76° E., 18 LKS. WITH "S" SHOWING. (ORG.)

THE ORIG. "S" BT IS A ROTTED STUMP.

THE NE BT IS ROTTED AWAY.

DESCRIPTION OF CORNER LOCATION RELATIVE TO NEAR-BY FEATURES, ALSO HOW TO REACH CORNER

UPDATED 1976

GLO 1933 SET BRASSCAP AND MARKED:

10" HEM., S. 31° W., 35 LKS.
20" HEM., N. 62° E., 34 LKS.

FOUND BEG. FLAG 6-5-68.

MONUMENT, DESCRIBE NEW MONUMENT SET, OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING MONUMENT

THIS OFFICE HAS NO RECORD OF GLO BRASSCAP

THAT IS EXISTING.

BRASSCAP IN POSITION

ACCESSORIES DESCRIBE NEW ORS WITNESS OBJECTS ETC. ESTABLISHED, OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING EVIDENCE

REFERENCE A 26" HEM., STUMP N. 24° E., 3'

SET IRON FENCE POST AND ATTACH "ATTN" AND "BOUNDARY" SIGNS

WORK DONE BY:

STATE REGISTRATION NO.

CERTIFYING COR. RECORD PREPARED?

NOTES:

1852 S.E. BT A 25" HEM. STUMP 2 FT. HIGH WITH VISIBLE 5" NW, NE, AND S.W. BT ARE GONE.

THE 1933 SW BT IS GONE. THE NE BT IS AN UPROOT.

Scribings:

FILED AT:

DATE:

11-16